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Abstrat

In the ontext of engine vibration monitoring, we address the spei�

problem of modelling the shaft rotation speed and show �rst that the rotation

period an be modelled as a random proess, and then that this model an

help improve signal proessing algorithms. Indeed in steady-state as well

as in nonstationary regime this rotation speed randomly �utuates around

a entral trend whih an hinder traditional signal proessing tools suh

as the periodogram (f [2℄). To illustrate this, in this artile we design a

simple engine vibration simulator and test simple angular resampling and

evaluate the ontribution of �utuations to the periodogram. A seond,

more speulative idea, that we start takilng is to assess the e�et of several

kinds of damage (gearmesh or bearing damage, foreign objet ingestion) on

this noise, thanks to ou model.

The data under study are provided by SNECMA and ome from the

tahometer and the aelerometer of a ivil engine. The tahometer is usu-

ally used as a keyphasor pulse to interpolate evenly-sampled vibration data

and arry-on omputer order-traking. Here it will allow us to �nd the pre-

ise duration of eah low-pressure shaft rotation yle. The vibration data

z(tk) ome from an embedded aelerometer and delivers aeleration data

sampled at 51,2 kHz.

Firstly, we extrat the period length of eah low-pressure shaft yle

whih we note p(n). Here we notie experimentally that even for nonsta-

tionnary data, the sample pdf of the �rst di�erene of the yle length p(n)
has a normal law shape. This observation justi�es an ARIMA modelling of

the time series (see [1, hap.9℄): thanks to several lassial model seletion

riteria and to the relevant identi�ation algorithm, we �t suh an ARIMA

model to p(n).
Then we generate syntheti signals thanks to the parameters we have

just estimated. We justify why working on period rather than frequeny

turns out to be more adapted to the generation of an arti�ial signal. We

ompute the periodogram of the obtained signal with di�erent types of yle

�utuation, and observe the onsequenes on the periodogramn, whih ould

not be done with real signals. This allows us to selet a resampling algorithm

as a test ase.

Lastly we repeat this proess for several damage types, and visualize the

obtained parameters in an appropriate spae and disuss the existene of

onsistent lusters.
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